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Reality-Based Interaction (RBI) [14] theorizes that
realistic user interactions (UIs) are effective because
they exploit users’ pre-existing knowledge about their
bodies and objects in the world. Gesture based
interaction allows users to relay information to a
computer through body movement without physical
contact with additional hardware such as a mouse or
trackball. However, this interaction style requires the
users to interact in a manner that is tailored for the
system to recognize with very strict rules for bodily
interaction, not toward a gesture space that is more
natural for the user. In this paper we propose a natural
method of gestural input through a user-defined 3dimensional space. We conducted two pilot studies to
assess the performance and usability of these
augmented gestural pointing methods for cursor
manipulation as compared to a standard mouse
interaction as well as the current standard approach
used in gestural input.
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1. In
ntroduction
Since the graphical use
er interface becam
me the default
user interface of person
nal computers, most input was
ulating some inpu
ut device with
done with users manipu
h
(e.g. keyboa
ard, mouse, etc…)). However, in
their hand
the last twenty years, with
w
the developm
ment of new
action techniques, researchers have
e begun
intera
investtigating using free
e-hands and gestu
ures for user
intera
action. This type of
o interaction tends to be an
effective, intuitive, and natural interactio
on way for
users to relay information to the computter [12].
One problem
p
that plagu
ues gestural inputt is referred to
as the
e “Gorilla Arm Syn
ndrome” [10]. Typ
pically,
design
ning a gestural inp
put involves requiring the user to
hold their
t
arm(s) out in
n an unnatural pos
sition, causing
should
der and arm fatigue quite quickly. As
A interaction
time increases, this fatigue can lead to poor
p
user
d
and decreased
perforrmance, physical discomfort,
accura
acy.

We proposse an ergonomic interaction style th
hat allows
the users tto manipulate the
e cursor, using the
eir hand as
a pointing device without th
he discomfort asso
ociated
with Gorill a Arm Syndrome. This approach – henceforth
o as “Personal Spa
ace” - involves ha
aving the
referred to
user rest h
her elbow on a surface, while contrrolling the
position off the cursor based
d on the position o
of her
palm. In th
his position, the u
user’s range of mo
otion is not
naturally a rectangle (Figurre 1) and therefore
e does not
directly ma
ap to the screen. Through a calibra
ation
phase, the
e user defines his preferred space tto be
mapped to
o his screen space
e. This space will not be a
right-angle
ed rectangle, and will not be an absolute map
to the com
mputer screen (Fig
gure 1). In our ex
xperiments,
we prove tthat this non-linea
ar mapping works
s just as
well as a rrelative map in a rright-angled recta
angle
space, butt with significantly
y less reported fattigue.
In this pap
per, we describe ttwo pilot studies tto assess
the perfor mance (task completion time) and usability
his augmented ges
stural
(self-reporrted fatigue) of th
system forr cursor manipulation as compared to a
standard m
mouse interaction
n and the current s
standard
approach ffor gestural input. Additionally we w
will discuss
the implica
ations and the dirrection of future re
esearch.

2. Relate
ed Works

Figure 1. A user defining his
gesture space during calibration
n.

Figure
e 2. De facto gestural input (left) and Pe
ersonal Space
(right).

2.1. Gestu
ure-based Interacttion
The appliccation of gesture b
based interaction has been
s, the first of whic
ch [4] used
explored ffor over 3 decades
odal interaction sttyle, where gestures were
a multi-mo
used only for pointing while
e actions analogou
us to
done with voice co
ommands.
pointing a nd clicking were d
ntly, the application of gestures we
ere shown
More recen
to be a su itable mode of intteraction with very large
3], while [5] show
ws that gestures a
are useful
displays [3

for intteracting with the everyday desktop, and [16]
shows
s how RBI themes
s used in gestural input can lead
to higher accuracy. Wh
hile gesture based research has
traditiionally revolved around the recognition of
gestures and the variou
us poses of the pa
alm, the
ability of commodity hardware with open SDKs
availa
such as
a the Leap Motion and Microsoft Kinect®
K
has
allowe
ed a shift towards
s interpretation an
nd application of
gestures such as [6] an
nd [7].
2.2. Barehanded
B
Intera
action
The “C
Come As You Are”” design principle [8] states that
users should not be req
quired to wear a glove
g
or specific
marke
ers to interact with the system [12]]. This brings us
to the
e barehanded interaction style, whe
ere the users
intera
act with the compu
uter without any device
d
or wires
attach
hed. This has been
n explored and de
escribed in [1]
to be superior to traditional input device
es. This
approach was also utiliz
zed in [2] to demonstrate
human-computer intera
action with gesturres that are
al and relaxed.
natura

Figure 3. ((a) Diagonal view off
the arm’s n
natural range. (b)
Building a fflat plane for Personal
Space base
ed on the natural
range. (c) A
Actual flat plane built
for Personal Space.

2.3. Ergonomics
E
and Us
sability
The sttandard method of
o using gestures involves users
holdin
ng their arms up to
t the display for long
l
periods of
time. This has been known to cause a fa
atigue problem
known
n as the “Gorilla Arm
A
Syndrome” [9
9, 10, 12] and
is considered to be a “k
known limitation” [11] of gestural
intera
action. A simple method
m
of overcom
ming this issue
was explored
e
in [2] by allowing users to rest their
elbow
ws on a chair armrrest. In [5], the au
uthor observes
the sa
ame solution, but was unable to utiilize it during
certain gestural interac
ctions.

3. Pilot 1
3.1. Appro
oach
A total of 7 (5 male, 2 fema
ale) participants w
were
recruited, all volunteers from the Computer S
Science
program a
at Baylor Universitty. Participants ra
anged from
21-26 yea
ars of age with a m
median age of 22.
orted to
Participantts were technically skilled and repo
utilizing a personal compute
er between 28-84
4 hours per
week, with
h a median of 49 hours per week. N
None of the
subjects h
have had prior exp
perience with gesttural input.
Personal S
Space interaction starts with a calib
bration
phase whe
ere the user is req
quired to select 4 points (top
right, top left, bottom left, bottom right) while keeping
ored to the table. These 4
her elbow rested and ancho
points crea
ate a flat plane which defines her p
personal
space (Fig
gure 3). This flat plane will be map
pped to the
evice. The anchor point of the elbow
w has to
display de
atic throughout a chosen calibration
n.
remain sta
All gestura
al input was captu
ured with the Leap
p Motion.
The de faccto method curren
ntly used in applic
cations
developed
d for the Leap Mottion involves the u
user moving
while the palm hov
vers over
his hands in 3 dimensions w
e. We created a re
elative-mapped cu
ursor
the device
manipulat ion program to be
enchmark the de ffacto
n style. For Person
nal Space, we tilte
ed the
interaction
device 30 degrees forward. We found this tiltting to
mprove palm track
king.
reduce sellf-occlusion and im
3.2. Experrimental Design
A series off 7 experiments w
were designed: 3 tto compare
gestural n avigation between
n the mouse, the de facto
nput, and Persona
al Space, and 2 ea
ach to test
gestural in
gestural se
election and maniipulation between
n the mouse
and Person
nal Space. The term “navigation” in
n [12] is

broad, and includes 3D
D navigation, in ou
ur experiments
nly use 2 dimensio
ons, and will there
efore use the
we on
term “gestural
“
pointing
g” as per [3] to be
e precise.
To ass
sess the performa
ance of the 3 input devices, the
total time
t
for each trial was recorded. Th
his is described
in [15
5] as a naive apprroach compared to
o throughput,
howev
ver using Index off Difficulty would be redundant
since target size and diistance were both held constant.

Figure 4. Distribution of
completion time for Pilot 1.

3.2.1.. GESTURAL POINTIN
NG
To ass
sess gestural poin
nting, a task was designed
d
to
bench
hmark performanc
ce and usability off the three
intera
action styles. The task in the experriment was a
game similar to Whac-A
A-Mole; targets appear at
seemiingly random loca
ations on the scree
en, user must
hoverr on the target forr one second beforre they would
disapp
pear and another would appear. Ea
ach user
perforrms 63 trials per interaction style. The
T
sequence
of eac
ch trial is the same throughout the experiment,
but de
esigned to appearr random to the users.
3.2.2.. SELECTION
Selecttion tasks were do
one with a left clic
ck on the
mouse
e and a finger tap
p on Personal Spac
ce.
3.2.3.. MANIPULATION
Manip
pulation tasks werre done with drag--and-drop on a
mouse
e. With gestural in
nteractions, the users were
allowe
ed to use any one
e of 3 different ges
stures to select:
grasp, grab, and pinch..

Figure 5. Distribution of
completion time for Pilot 2.

The distrib
bution for the gesttural pointing task
ks across
all 7 subje
ects is given in Fig
gure 4. The mean completion
times are mouse: 103s, de facto: 150s, and Personal
61s. Our statistical analysis shows a significant
Space: 16
use and both methods of
difference between the mou
gestural in
nput [F(2, 18) = 1
16.91, p < 0.01], but none
between th
he de facto metho
od and Personal S
Space.
The perforrmance measures
s of selection and
manipulat ion tasks were bo
oth significantly slo
ower than
e. It will therefore
e not be given an in-depth
the mouse
analysis, n
nor will it be explo
ored further in our research.
3.4. Qualittative Results
Subjects w
were encouraged tto alert researche
ers to any
issues durring the experimen
nt, particularly su
ubjects
mentioning
g fatigue. Of the 7 subjects, 4 men
ntioned that
the de factto input method w
was causing fatigu
ue during
the experi ment. The remain
ning 3 mentioned it after the
xperiment. One mentioned
task or at the end of the ex
e after the experim
ment.
fatigue witth Personal Space
Gestural sselection received bad reviews, with
h most
eporting pain in th
heir joints. We concluded
subjects re
that the ge
esture proposed w
was a bad choice despite
being concceptually similar tto the actions of a left-click.
Gestural m
manipulation was a difficult task forr most
users; the
e cursor tends to m
move during the s
selection
nd self-occlusion c
causes the palm tto be not
process an
accurately
y detected at certa
ain points of the s
screen.

4. Pilot 2
3.3. Quantitative
Q
Resullts
Our te
est subjects required 7-28 minutes of calibration,
with a median of 17 miinutes.

The perforrmance of gesture
es in the first pilott study led
us to focuss our research on gestural navigatiion only.
The palm--flip gesture used to stop tracking w
was
usable, but in the
e event of a false p
positive,
generally u

complletion time was de
elayed 5 seconds per false
positiv
ve. We therefore designed pilot 2, which focused
solely
y on navigation and disabling gestural input
complletely. Additionally
y, we captured an
nother metric
during
g this pilot: cursorr distance travelle
ed.

Figure 6. T
Total distance travelled by
the cursor d
during Pilot 2.

4.1. Approach
A
A tota
al of 5 (4 male, 1 female) participan
nts were
recruited, all volunteers
s from the Compu
uter Science
am at Baylor Univ
versity. Participants ranged from
progra
24-28
8 years of age with
h a median age off 24.
Participants were techn
nically skilled and reported to
ng a personal com
mputer between 40-65 hours per
utilizin
week,, with a median off 40 hours per we
eek. None of the
subjec
cts have had priorr experience with gestural input.
None of the subjects in
nvolved with the fiirst pilot study
were recruited for Pilot 2.
4.2. Experimental
E
Desig
gn
The sa
ame gestural navigation tasks from
m (3.2.1) were
perforrmed by the subje
ects. Tasks from (3.2.2)
(
and
(3.2.3
3) were not perforrmed in this pilot study.
4.3. Quantitative
Q
Resullts
As in pilot 1, the statisttical significance between
b
t
mouse and ge
estural was
complletion time using the
signifiicant [F(2, 12) = 13.09, p < 0.01] while the de
facto gestural input me
ethod was not stattistically
ent to Personal Sp
pace (Figure 5). The
T
means for
differe
complletion times are mouse:
m
109s, de fa
acto: 168s,
Personal Space 203s. In terms of total distance
d
ure 6, we
travelled by the cursor,, as shown in Figu
cant difference
surprisingly found no sttatistically signific
betwe
een all 3 input dev
vices. The means for distance
travelled (x103 pixels) are mouse: 96, de facto: 119
11.
and Personal Space: 11

4.4. Qualittative Results
We observ
ved that four of th
he subjects started
d the de
facto expe
eriment with their elbows in a restin
ng position
and expeccted to be able to keep it rested thrroughout
the experi ment. Three subjects mentioned fa
atigue
e de facto method within 90 second
ds and one
during the
subject assked to switch arm
ms halfway throug
gh (this was
Conversely, no su
ubject mentioned fatigue
allowed). C
while using
g Personal Space. However, one diid mention
discomfortt in fingers and pa
alm after the expe
eriment.

5. Discus
ssion and Futu
ure Works
The main ccontribution of ou
ur research so far is an
interaction
n style that very s
significantly reduc
ces the
Gorilla Arm
m Syndrome, with
hout sacrificing pe
erformance.
This is desspite the non-linea
ar mapping used to map the
user’s palm
m position and the
e cursor. While th
his method
was done with a free-hands
s technique, we prropose that
e used for any other gestural
this same technique can be
input devicce, including data
a gloves.
The next sstep of our researrch will be to imple
ement the
users’ spa ce in a curvilinearr model instead off a flat
map the natural angle of the
plane. We believe this will m
arm much
h better based on Figures 3 and 4.
Our next e
experiments will in
nclude an index o
of difficulty.
This will in
nclude truly rando
om target positions, and
different ta
arget sizes. Performance will be ca
alculated in
throughpu
ut and evaluation will also be done with the
ISO 9241--400:2007 specific
cation.
The statisttical insignificance
e in travel distanc
ce leads us
to believe there is a comparatively high accu
uracy
between th
e approach and th
he mouse.
he Personal Space
We intend to explore this hy
ypothesis in the n
near future.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced Personal Space, an
interaction method for gestural pointing which allows
users to define their own space captured through a
calibration stage. This space uses a non-linear mapping
between palm position and cursor position. This method
has shown to be equal in performance to the de facto
gestural method, but far superior in usability.
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